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The university in numbers

Since 1920
10 Faculties
15,000 students
700 professors
1st Category University
New Library

- 8 400 sq.m.
- 700 000 bibliographic units
- 10.5 km of shelves
New Role
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Ph.D theses and their abstracts from the last 12 years
Accessible only within the University network only for UPT students and employees

1st question!!!
1. How to promote open access among the academic community?
My precious!
Open axes?! No-o-o!!
Open Access Possibilities

95th Anniversary project
UNIQUE educational courses, most of them written \textit{by hand}

2\textsuperscript{nd} question!!!
2. Images / pdf files: how to make them searchable? how to improve this aspect?
Open Access Possibilities

Old books repository:
627 books
1798-1927

3rd question!!!
3. Scan OR link?
To sum up

1. How to promote OA among the academic community?

2. Images / pdf files: how to make them searchable?

3. Scan or link already available documents?

4. How do you start an open access project?